This article investigates how people make sense of ruptures in the flow of everyday life as they enter new experiential domains. Shifts in being-in-time create breaks in the natural attitude that offer the opportunity to register national -or religious, gender, class, etc. -experiences. People interpret the disruptions in perception and proprioception by drawing connections with domains in which similar kinds of disruption are evident and with contrasting ones. Normalizing the transition, rhythm -as both cadence and overall flowhelps people readjust to the new circumstances. Based on extensive qualitative fieldwork, the study examines the specific case of how novice and experienced tea ceremony practitioners in Japan move into, interpret, and normalize action within tea spaces. This is the version of the article accepted for publication in Sociological Theory that will be published by Sage: http://journals.sagepub.com/loi/stxa
and shares its rear garden with a tea room. 4 The generous corner plot suggests the economic success of the owner, at the upper end of the middle class. Yet the house, though broad and double-storied, is hardly extravagant. With synthetic siding and contemporary windows and doors, the building is tastefully modern in construction and style. From the street, few would expect to find an elegant tea room behind it, unless one walks through the garden's gate to emerge into its -alternative world‖ -bessekai -as some tea practitioners describe it.
From the moment of entry, much in the tea room stands out from the modern scene surrounding it. Unlike the swinging hinged door to the building proper, the entrance to the tea area slides open and the wooden lattice portal rattles garagara, alerting a visitor's presence. Above the door, a sign announces the name of the complex, Chōshōan, carved into a piece of unfinished wood. Though simply composed, the three characters chō-shō-an, literally -hut of the sound of the pines,‖ stand out. Not only is the moniker poetic -the metaphor refers to the pleasing hiss of steam escaping a tea kettle -but unlike most horizontal script in contemporary Japan, the name is read not left to right, but in the older style of right to left still used with vertical script. The reversed flow catches the habituated eye and recalls the nameplates of temples and the occasional age-old shop that still carry on the antiquated practice.
The complex itself, though compact, houses an interlocking set of rooms that includes two tea rooms, a preparation space, and a storage area. In contrast to the white plaster or light wallpaper of most buildings, the walls are constructed from high quality kabe, a clay-based mixture that, before the post-war construction boom, was a staple in architecture. Tatami mats, woven from rushes, line the floors, and the ceilings are constructed from wooden slats, sometimes decoratively interlaced. Allowing passage between the rooms are sliding papered doors whose smooth surface is broken by a handlean indentation rather than a knob -set low enough to require anyone who opens them while standing to stoop slightly, though they sit at a level comfortable for those opening the door while kneeling.
With a garden in the back, one might almost forget that the complex is located in one of the world's most densely populated urban areas. Irregular stepping stones create a path across a bed of moss and pebbles, bounded by long grasses and small bushes manicured into asymmetrical ovals. At the far end stands a small stone basin, continuously filled by the slow drip of water from a bamboo fountain. Guests invited for tea, having left their shoes at the main entrance, will slip on the sandals that lie waiting for them at the garden's door. Those in everyday clothes and socks may struggle to keep the thong-style slippers of slick woven straw on their feet, while guests in kimono wearing the split-toed tabi stockings will find it relatively easy to maneuver into them and proceed to the basin.
Using the wooden ladle provided, they will purify their hands and mouth. Even novices will be roughly familiar with the procedure from visiting shrines, which share a similar setup, if with a larger basin, though at such religious sites far less attention is paid to the fine details of the movements or to the exact resting position of the ladle when finished.
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Defining the complex is a tea room comprising a mere 4.5 tatami mats, or about nine feet square. The compact space possesses many of the characteristics canonical of tea room architecture. Perhaps most notable to visitors is the guest's door -a -crawl-through entrance‖ measuring about 28 by 28 inches that demands a person bow her head to enter.
Standard history books explain that the passage was designed to be so narrow that samurai were forced to leave their swords outside. But more immediately consequential for practitioners today is the effect on the person. Crawling into the space both bends the body into a position of humility -a spiritual orientation encouraged in the tea room -and places the person automatically kneeling on the floor, allowing the space to feel larger than it is.
As such, the door smoothes the transition from the world of standing on the ground to kneeling on it.
Indeed, the room expects its inhabitants to be seated on the floor. Not only does kneeling create more distance between one's head and the low ceiling, but the scroll in the decorative alcove, hung to be read from below, is partially obscured if viewed while erect.
Kneeling serves a functional purpose as well for the compacted posture allows for as many as four guests and a host to comfortably inhabit the narrow space without touching. The when wearing a kimono. And some commentators even attribute Japan's prowess in the martial arts to the strengthening effects that seiza putatively has on the knees. Such folkloric sayings, however, may provide little comfort to most Japanese, accustomed to a life of chairs, who find kneeling for an entire four-hour tea gathering quite difficult. Often a host will prepare a small cushion to ease the strain when inviting a novice to a gathering, though initiates are expected to bear the pain as long as possible. Those who search for relief by shifting their legs to the side typically offer an apology first.
Tatami mats -along with the clay walls, decorative alcoves, and sliding paper doors -are definitive of washitsu, literally -Japanese rooms.‖ Though a part of the contemporary landscape still found in some homes, restaurants, hotels, and community centers, they are not common enough to go unmarked in a country now dominated by modern construction techniques. Schools, for example, will typically contain one washitsu, and might have a sign outside labeling it as such. Housing advertisements may list a residence as including a living room, a dining room, a kitchen, two bedrooms, and a
washitsu.
6 From the lack of furniture to the natural construction materials, the space stands out from common counterparts. Indeed, according to the Architectural Institute of Japan 
Tea Performances
But what occurs within these spaces? In a typical tea performance -only one component of a formal tea gathering -a host prepares tea for a handful of guests, usually less than five, following a set of intricate procedures that can last twenty or thirty minutes. The host first arranges the bowls, scoops, and tea containers for preparing the beverage and then symbolically purifies them before finally whisking up the matcha powdered tea. In the most informal -thin tea‖ procedure, the guests -also following strict rules -each drink a serving of tea in turn while viewing and commenting on the utensils selected for the occasion. Nearly all movements are regulated, down to the foot used to enter the room and the angle of the fingers and wrist when carrying a bowl. The proliferation of official textbooks featuring hundreds of photographs of each ritual procedure, as well as official count of three. They also learn three levels of formality, each grade distinguished by depth, as well as the amount of contact between the fingers and the floor. Etiquette manuals commonly flag the Japaneseness of such greetings, and it is not unusual to find statements like the following: -Bowing is the action used in greetings if one is Japanese‖ (Shiotsuki 2005: 26) . In the tea room, this way of bowing, over time, become second nature to participants. But unlike the genuflections in everyday life, the elaborate rules must be explicitly taught, with mistakes made along the way. New students, and even some experienced ones, may forget how deeply to bend on a given occasion, and consistent precision may take several months to master.
The prescribed forms of everyday actions also comply with the demands of a kimono. Teachers alert their students to these exigencies for most will have worn this increasingly archaic garb only a handful of times -college graduations and weddings offer rare opportunities. An adept walking in a tea room, for example, will not lift and plant his feet, but almost slide in small, measured steps across the mats, careful to avoid treading on the silken borders between them. To stand or sit, he will keep his feet carefully tucked under the torso to maintain a vertical back while moving up and down. Not only does the result convey elegance by minimizing superfluous movement, but it obeys the strictures of a kimono whose tube-like bottom -in both the men's and women's variants -resists walking with long strides originating at the hips and spreading the legs to stand. Turning in the tea room too complies with the -proper‖ way of moving in the dress, as defined in etiquette books at taught at kimono schools. however, prepares the body to inhabit the traditional garb with ease, and the chance to do so can even be a draw for students. Hiromi Satō, a junior college student, described in an essay the thrill of dressing in a kimono. A tea performance during the national Culture Day celebrations provided the excuse: -Wearing a kimono while preparing tea was somehow exceptional.‖ Though she needed instruction in how to put it on and even fold it away, the unusual garment left her feeling that she was -truly a Japanese person‖ as she spread tea Tea practitioners, as they interpret the breaks, move from the here-and-now of the immediate situation to a transcendent meaning: Japaneseness. The shift is similar to one that -pissed off‖ drivers on Los Angeles freeways make as they resolve their emotional response to a disruption in driving by reaching for -or being made aware of -a meaningful transcendent dimension to their actions (Katz 1999: 33-41, 77) . In the tea room, the generalizing categorization relies on a folk sociology of national essences -one institutionalized in books, manuals, advertisements, and the popular media (Surak 2013: 157-68) -rather than an independent continuity with the rhythms of everyday life in Japan. 12 Simultaneously, it provides an opening to reaffirm or deepen their own identities as part of a national collectivity, cultivating themselves into prime specimens.
Conclusion
The The present analysis shows that the nation is not merely part of the background furniture, and reveals how it can move into and out of relevance as people both make sense of ruptures and naturalize them. In this regard, crucial is an aesthetics of action. The banal is not merely the taken-for-granted; it is achieved through a naturalized stylistics of action.
Though the research focused on experiences deemed national, there is little reason to assume that the mechanics identified here do not apply in other domains as well, including class, gender, occupation, and so forth.
The analysis proposes that ruptures take their meaning from form (Lakoff and Johnson 1999) . 14 Yet on some occasions multiple interpretations are available -a question bracketed here to concentrate on the mechanics of rupture and rhythm. In the tea ceremony, for example, the experience of simplicity and focused attention might be narrated in spiritual rather than national terms, a technique often employed by nonJapanese who tend to make sense of ruptures through the lens of Zen Buddhism. What determines which frames are selected? Indeed, the question applies more generally to the 13 Zubrzycki (2011), too, is interested in the phenomenological experiences of the nation, but like most performance-oriented analysts of nationalism, she attends to actions over perceptions --wearing a crown of thorns brooch; carrying a cross at a political demonstration; singing patriotic hymns at church‖ (32-3) -and, with the exception of one auditory example, visual representations over multi-sensory, proprioceptive experiences. analyzed here suggest that rhythms -whether in alignment or disjuncture -may be of far greater consequence to interaction as it unfolds over time than is often recognized.
